John Kopko
Wedding Filmmaker
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Hello! My name is John, and that's me lming in the photo above. Congratulations on your
upcoming wedding, and thank you for taking the time to check out my business. As an
independent lmmaker, you'll work with me all the way from booking to nal delivery of your
footage.
I absolutely love telling wedding stories with my camera. It is so humbling to share these amazing,
once in a lifetime experiences with couples.

My goal is to create something you will love to watch for years to come.
Look through this brochure to nd all my booking options. Let me know if you have any questions!

Meet the Team!
Here's me again with my wife (as of 12-19-20!)
Emma. Like I mentioned above, you'll work with
me through the whole process.

Our pup Wilbur. He'll proof all your footage
before delivery to ensure it meets our high
standard.
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Diamond

$2,999

- 12-15 minute extended highlight film
- 60 Second Social Media Teaser
- Edited Full Recordings of the Big Moments (Ceremony, First Look, Toasts, First Dances, & Cake Cutting)
- Two Filmmakers with unlimited hours on location
- Drone Coverage (Weather and Location permitting)
- Digital Delivery
25% Retainer Required to Book.

Gold

$2,499

- 7-8 minute highlight film
- 60 Second Social Media Teaser
- Edited Full Recordings of the Big Moments (Ceremony, First Look, Toasts, First Dances, & Cake Cutting)
- Two Filmmakers with unlimited hours on location
- Drone Coverage (Weather and Location permitting)
- Digital Delivery

25% Retainer Required to Book.

Silver

$1,999

- 5 minute highlight film
- 60 Second Social Media Teaser
- Edited Full Recording of Ceremony
- Two Filmmakers with 8 hours on location
- Drone Coverage (Weather and Location permitting)
- Digital Delivery
25% Retainer Required to Book.

*Travel Fees may apply if hotel stay is required.
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EXTRAS! (Optional)
[PRICE

RAW footage

$500

Every clip from your wedding day. Delivered on a hard drive unedited in original/best quality. A
great option if you might want to purchase another edit in the future, like for an anniversary gift.

Documentary Edit

$1,000

A documentary-style edit set in chronological order. An in-depth look at wedding prep, full
ceremony, full speeches, dances, cake cutting, and reception. Length will depend on your unique
wedding timeline, but expect the documentary to run at least 45-60 minutes.

Engagement Shoot/Save the Date

$400

Start telling your wedding story early with an engagement video shoot! Includes up to two hours of
coverage.

Your Film Gives Back
I'm passionate about making a positive impact with my business, and that extends beyond creating
beautiful lms for my couples. Every lm package plants 25 trees thanks to OneTreePlanted!
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Frequently Asked Questions
Do you require a retainer?
Yes, I require a 25% non-refundable retainer to secure my services for the day.
Our wedding prep, ceremony, and reception are in di erent locations. Will you come to multiple
locations?
Yes! My Ford Focus is gassed up and ready to go!
How do you choose music for highlight lms?

I use the music licensing services MusicBed and Artlist to choose a song(s) for your lm. This
ensures that all music in the lm will be free from copyright violations, allowing couples to share
the lm on social media and other online platforms. I consult my couples on their music genre
tastes, and then nd a song that aligns with their preferences as well as the mood of the day.
How long does it take to receive our footage?
While this o en depends on the number of weddings on my calendar in a speci c month, I
typically deliver nal footage within 4-6 weeks of the wedding date.
Can we share our footage on our social media pages?
Yes! Share as much or as little as you like!
What professional gear will you use to lm our wedding?

To start, I use Sony mirrorless cameras. Sony cameras are known to have great image quality and
low-light abilities, meaning your footage will look great in all conditions. For audio I place a
microphone on the groom and the o ciant to ensure vows are recorded in high quality. If your
reception venue is dimly lit, I'll use small portable lights to help capture your dances and toasts.
What is the bene t of having a second videographer?
A second videographer is a big part of a great wedding lm! Having two vidoegraphers means
more footage and more angles of all your special moments.
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"John completely amazed us with the quality

and value of our wedding highlight video! He
was so easy to have around all day,
collaborated well with the photographers, and
truly caught authentic, unposed memories
from the day that we will cherish forever. We

initially hadn't planned on having a
videographer for our wedding due to our
budget, but we are so delighted that we now
get to relive the greatest day of our lives
whenever we want. We truly cannot praise his

work enough and highly recommend him to
anyone! Thank you, John!!" -- Rebecca & Rylan
Pra e
"John was a blessing to have on our wedding
day! He responded right away, worked with our
timeline despite it being last minute, and went
out of his way to give us a beautiful video of
our wedding. We loved the way the video
showcased our day. It truly captured the
essence of our wedding. I would happily
recommend John to anybody in need of a
videographer." - Raelynn & Trevor Tank

If you have any questions, let me know! I hope to hear from you soon!
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